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Let KI and KS be number fields and F = KI r\ Kz . Suppose K# and Kz/F 
are of prime degree p but are not necessarily normal. Let I$ and Na be the 
normal closures of KI and KS over F, respectively, L = K& ,, N = N,N, , and 
$3 be a prime divisor of N which divides p and is totally ramified in KJF and 
KS/F. Let @IL be the ramification index of ‘p in N/L, tL,F be the total ramification 
number of ‘Ip in L/F, and t = min {tKIIF , tKplF}. Then %(KI, K2) is exactly 
divisible by q”, where M = eN/L [eL,K,(t $ 1) - tL,F]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be the quotient field of a Dedekind domain OF having all residue 
class fields finite and let K1 , Kz , and L be finite separable extensions of F 
such that L/F is Galois, Kl and K, are contained in L, and K1 n K2 = F. 
Denote by ‘iDl(K, , Kz) the unique minimal element in the set of all (integral) 
ideals ‘$I of L ambiguous over F for which Kl and KS have corresponding 
residue systems modulo 3. In [4], ‘zVi(K, , KS) was determined for KJF and 
KS/F cyclic of degree p, where p is a prime. In this paper we generalize 
this result to the case when K,/F and Kz/F are of degreep but not necessarily 
normal. 
We shall use notation which is consistent with that of [4] and [6] and the 
following assumptions will hold throughout this paper unless specifically 
stated otherwise. (i) Let KJF and KJF be of degree p with F = Kl n KS 
and L = K,K, and denote (generically) by OL the integral closure of OF in 
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L. (ii) The extension KJF will denote a nonnormal extension, but no 
assumption will be made with regard to the normality or nonnormality of 
f&/F. (iii) Let A$ and iVz denote the normal closure over F of K1 and & , 
respectively, and set N = NJV, . (iv) Let p be a prime ideal of F which 
divides p and ‘?#J be a prime divisor of p in N which is totally ramified in 
both KJF and KJF. 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
(1 .I) THEOREM. 
where t = min(tKXIF , tKzlF}. 
(Here tLiF(pt) = tLLIF denotes (generically) the total ram$cation number of 
L/F with respect to ‘$JL as defined in Section 2.) 
We remark that if KJF and KJF are both normal, then (1.1) agrees with 
[4, WMI. 
The proof of (1.1) is divided into two cases. In Section 4, the main part 
of this paper, (1.1) is proven in the nonsplitting case, i.e., when p does not 
split in N. The splitting case, i.e., when p splits in N, is treated in Section 5. 
In Section 2, total ramification numbers are defined and several preliminary 
results are given. In Section 3, (1.1) is proven in the special case when 
K, and & are conjugate over F and an upper bound for M(p#; K1 , K.) is 
obtained in the general case. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We begin this section by defining the total ramification number of a 
finite extension L/F with respect to a prime ideal of Ot . 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let L/F be a finite extension, p be a prime ideal 
of 0, , and FL/F be the associated Herbrand function. (qLIF = y&p where 
e and P are the completions of L and F with respect to !J3 and ‘!Q A F. 
See [6, p. N-831.) If ‘p is totally ramified in L/F, let tLIF(‘$3) be the 
smallest real number > 0 such that for all x > tLlF($3), 9)&X) f X, 
i.e., tLIF(‘$) is the abscissa of the first “bend” in the graph of qLIF. If !$J 
is not totally ramified in L/F, let tLIF(‘!J3) = 0. We define ?&(P) to be the 
total ramification number of L/F with respect to !J.J. When it is easy to 
determine from the context which prime ideal is under consideration, we 
will write tL/, instead of tL.lF(p). 
(2.2) Remarks. (i) If L/Fis a normal extension, then tLIF is an integer. 
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If, furthermore, ‘$J is totally ramified in L/F, then tLIF = t((PF ; L/F). 
See [4, p. 3191. 
(ii) In general, tLLIF is a rational number 3 0. 
(iii) If (PF does not split in L, then tLIF = tE,-lp .
(iv) If ‘!J3 has some tame ramification in L/F, then tLIF = 0. 
For the following three propositions we will relax some of our overall 
assumptions. The first proposition (2.3) shows that under certain conditions 
the total ramification numbers of two different extensions are related in 
a nice way. The second proposition (2.4) assumes the extensions of degreep 
are both normal. Parts of it are contained in [4, (3.6)] and the proofs of the 
remaining parts are similar to the proof of [4, (3.6)]. The third 
proposition (2.5) assumes K,/F and KS/F are of degree pn, n 3 1 but not 
necessarily normal. The case when IZ = 1 is actually stated and proven in 
the proof of [4, (3.1)(i)] but we include a more detailed proof for com- 
pleteness. These last two propositions will be used in Section 4. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let L/F be an extension of degree p”, n >, 1, and 
let N be a normal extension of F containing L. Let ‘$3 be a prime ideal of 0, 
which divides p and is totally ramified in L/F. If p ‘I eNIL , then 
eNILtLIF = tNIVy 
where V is the ramification jeld of ‘$3 in N/F. 
Proof. Let T denote the inertia field of ‘$ in N/F. Then V/T is a normal 
extension and is totally and tamely ramified with [ V:T] = eN/L . This 
implies that P)~,=(x) = x/eNIL , X >, 0. similarly We have q+,,IL(x) = x/eN,L , 
x >, 0, and, hence, #N&) = eNIL x, x > 0. Then we have, for x >, 0, 
P)LIF(X) = TN/F o $N,L(X) 
= TN/TO #NIL(X) 
= FVIT' TN/V0 #N,Lcx) 
= 9)NdeNILX)IeNIL. 
Thus, the first “bend” of 9)L/F is determined by the first “bend” in rpNIV , 
i.e., tLlF = tNIV/eNIL. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let KJF and K,/F be cyclic extensions of degree p 
with KI n Kz = F. Let L = K,K, , and let $3 be a prime ideal of OL which 
divides p and is totally ramified in L/F. 
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(i) If the ramijkation sequence for p in L/F is 
G = Gal(L/F) = G, = *.* = Gt, 2 G,,,, = {l}, 
and ifF g Kg L, then tKiF = tLIF . In particular, tKzIF = tK,,r = tL,r . 
(ii) If the ramtjkation sequence for p in L/F is 
G = Gal(L/F) = Go = ..* = G,, 2 G,,,, = 1.. = 
and tf R is the fixed field of Gil+1 , then tRIF = t,,, = t, . Moreover, if 
F$K~LandK#R,wehavetR~F<tXIF=(t2-tl)lp+tl. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Let KJF and Kz/F be extensions of degree p”, n > 1. 
Let ‘$ be a prime ideal of ON which is totally ramt@ied in L/F. Then 
M(@#; K1 , K,) = Me,,, for some positive integer M and eLIK, f M, where 
e,,, denotes (generically) e((P, N/L). 
Proof: Since ‘$ is totally ramified in L/F, we have M(y#; K1 , K,) = 
MeNIL where M is a positive integer. Thus, let e = eLiK and suppose 
e 1 M. Let rrl in K1 and nTTz in Kz be prime elements for tJIK, and $JKz, 
respectively, such that z-1 E VT~ (mod qPLM). Then nr = 7~~ + 01 where 01 
is in OL and We = M. Now wL(r2) = e and, since e 1 M, we have 
w,(.irple) = M. Thus, w~(oI/ITT~‘~) = 0, and a,/n,Mie is an element of L 
which is also a unit in the completion of OL with respect to q3,. . Since ‘$3 
is totally ramified in L/F, F = L and there is an integer /3 in F such that 
4% M’e = ,8 (mod ‘!$JL). But then 
iryq+y” - ,f3) = 01 - /3rFie 3 0 (mod ‘$y), 
i.e., 7rl = rrz + /kMiie (mod ‘!$y+l), where n-2 + /3npie is an integer in Kz . 
Hence, we have 
MC$#; Kl, Kd 3 e,,AM + 1) > Me,,, = M(%#; Kl , Kd, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, eLIK 1 = e r M. 
3. THE CONJUGATE CASE 
For the remainder of this paper we return to our assumptions (i)-(iv) in 
Section 1. 
We now prove (1.1) when ICI and Kz are conjugate fields over F. 
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(3.1) THEOREM. Let u be an element of G = Gal(N,/F) such that the 
restriction of a to Kl is not the identity on Kl and let K, denote a(K,). If ‘$4 
is a prime ideal of ONI , which divides p and V is the ramiJicationjield of p 
in NJF, then 
= e(‘% WLM~~, WMt + 1) - tL/F@L)h 
where t = tKIIF = tXzIF . 
We note that since KJF is not normal and the restriction of u to Kl is 
not the identity on Kl , we have Kl f K2 = o(K&. Also p is totally 
ramified in K, and the normal closure of KS over F is NI . 
Before proving (3. l), we prove the following two lemmas. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let z-l in Kl be a prime element for 5JlK1 . If M is the largest 
integer such that (‘?JY)” 1 u(7r1) - rl, then 
M(‘p#; KI , KS) = M. 
Proof. By [3, (1.3)], M(‘$+; Kl , K,) 6 M and, by [4, (I.lO)], 
M(P; & , KJ > M. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let H = Gal(N,/K,) and G, = Gal(N,/V). Then we have 
(i) o(G) 1 p! and o(H) ) (p - l)! . 
(ii) G, is a cyclic group of order p. 
(iii) H hasp conjugate subgroups in G and if G, = (T), they are given 
by H, THT-l ,..., TP-~HT-(~-~). 
Proof. The proofs of(i) and (ii) are clear. To prove the first part of (iii), 
it suffices to show that the normalizer of H in G, denoted by N(H), is equal 
to H. (Since the number of conjugate subgroups of H in G is equal to 
[G: N(H)].) But [G : H] = p implies o(N(H)/H) 1 p. Thus, N(H) = G or 
N(H) = H. Since H = Gal(N,/KJ is not normal in G, we have N(H) = H. 
To complete the proof, we need only show H, THT-l,..., T~-~HT-(P-~) are 
distinct. Thus, suppose T~HT-~ = T~HT-~, where 0 < i < .j < p - 1. Then 
H= T~-~HT-(~-~), which implies T’-’ is an element of N(H) = H. But 
o(H) [ (p - l)! and O(Tjui) = p which is impossible. 
Proof of(3.1). By Galois theory, Gal(NJKJ = UHU-l and, by (3.3)(iii), 
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UHU-l = yHy-l, where (y) = Gal(N,/V). Thus, y-lo is an element of 
N(H) = H = Gal(N,/K,), which implies ~(711) - 7r1 = u(nJ - r1 . 
Let r denote tNllv and let 7~ in NI be a prime element for ‘$I. Then 
wN1(y(~) - n) = r + 1 and y(n) = ~(1 + a), where a is in NI and 
wN,(u) = r. Applying [6, Exercise 3a, p. 791, we have 
where e = eNIlK . (Since y is in Gal(N,/V), this exercise applies even 
though the tieids may not be complete.) But (e,p) = 1 implies 
w,,,,(eu~J = r + e, and, hence, wNI(y(n,) - rr) = r + e = wN1(cr(gl) - z-~). 
Since NI/F is a normal extension, r and e are independent of the choice of 
the prime ideal !@ of ONI dividing p. Therefore, (‘$#)r+s 11 CJ(~J - r1 , and, 
by (3.2), we have M(‘!$.F; Kl , K,) = r -I e = tNIIy + eNIlK, . 
By (2.3), we have that t 
since eN,/K, = eN,IK, , 
N,IV = eNIIKltKIIF = eN11K2tK,IF. Therefore, 
eNl/Kl(t + l>. 
we have t = tKIIF = tKzIF and tNIIv .+ eNIIKI = 
To prove the last equality we need only show tLIF(pL) = 0. If ‘!QL is not 
totally ramified in L/F, then tLLIF(‘QL) = 0 by definition. If IpL is totally 
ramified in L/F, then, since ([L : K,], p) = I, !jIL has some tame ramifi- 
cation in L/F, and, hence, by (2.2)(iv), tt,F(pL) = 0. 
(3.4) Remarks. (i) The proof of (3.1) actually shows that 
JVPY KI , Kid = w,(+d - 4 
where q is any prime ideal of ONI dividing p. 
(ii) In (3. I), no assumption was made with regard to the splitting of p 
in NI . Thus, (3.1) holds even when p splits in Nr . 
We now obtain an upper bound for M(‘@#; Kr , &). This is the same 
upper bound obtained in [4, (2.1)], where KJF and KJF were both 
assumed to be normal extensions. 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. If ‘?j3 is a prime ideal of ON which divides p, then 
M(‘P#; KI 9 KJ < eNjK$ + I>, 
where t = min{tKl,, , tK#}. 
Proof. Since K,/F is not a normal extension, we can choose u in 
Gal(N#) such that u(K,) # Kl . Let 7~ in Kl be a prime element for !BKI . 
Then, by (3.1) and (3.4)(i), we have 
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Thus, ~~(44 - ~1 = eN~N,eN,~K,(tK,~F + 1) = QM,(~,I~ + 1). But, 
by [3, (1.3)], 9JJ(K, , K,) I u(xJ - 7r1 , and, therefore, we have 
If KJF is not a normal extension, then a similar argument shows that 
jW@+; Kl, K2) G eNIK,(tK,IF + 1). 
If KJF is a normal extension, then M(‘$#; Kl , KS) < eNIK,(tKzIF + 1) 
follows as in [4, (2.1)]. 
Therefore, since eNIK, = eNIK, , the proposition follows. 
4. THE NONSPLITTING CASE 
In this section we assume p does not split in N and denote the unique 
prime ideal of 0, dividing p by ‘p (= ‘$P). We also assume N is complete 
with respect to Q, This is possible since Gal(N/F), the lattice of subfields 
of N/F, and M(‘Q; Kl , KS) are unchanged if the fields are replaced by their 
completions. Thus, the Gal(N/F) is solvable, since, by our overall assump- 
tions, the residue class field F is finite. 
We begin by proving a proposition which will enable us to fix the degree 
of L/F. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. (i) rfN1 n K, = F, then [L : F] = p2. 
(ii) IfN,nK,=K,,thenN,=N,=N. 
Proof. Assume N1 n K, = F and let r = [N1 : KJ. By Galois theory, 
[N,K, : K2] = pr and [NIL : L] = [N1 : L n NJ divides r. Thus, 
[L : K2] 3 p and [L : F] 2 p2. Therefore, since we always have [L : F] < p2, 
[L : F] = p2. 
Assume N1 n K, = K2 . Then N2 C N1 . But also N2 n Kl = Kl . For if 
N2 n Kl = F, then, by the argument used previously, [L : F] = p2. Thus, 
since K,K, = L C N1 , p2 divides [N1 : F] which contradicts the fact that 
[N1 : F] divides p! . However, N2 n Kl = Kl implies N1 C N2 . Therefore, 
Nl = N, = N. 
We remark that if N1 n K2 = F, then we also have N2 n Kl = F, and if 
N1 n K, = K2 , then we also have N2 n Kl = Kl . 
(4.2) COROLLARY. If Nl n K2 = K2 , then we have 
M(‘$; & , Kz) = -%,L[eLI& + 1) - tLIFI? 
where tKIIF = tK2,F. 
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Proof. If Nl n K2 = Kg, then Nl = N2 = N, and, hence, p exactly 
divides [N : I;]. Since Gal(N/F) is solvable, we have, by [5, Theorem 6.20, 
p. 1171, that Kl and Kz are conjugate fields over F. The corollary then 
follows immediately from (3.1). 
As a result of (4.2), we assume for the remainder of this section that 
NI n K2 = F, and, hence, we have [L : F] = p2. 
The following lemma will be used to prove a proposition which describes 
the Galois group of NJF. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let ar be up-cycle in S, (= symmetric group on P symbols) 
and B be the normalizer of (a> in S, . Then o(B) = p( p - 1) and B has an 
element of order p - 1, say /I, such that B is the semidirect product of (LX> 
by (/I). (Denoted by B = (a) @).) 
Proof. This lemma is well known, e.g., see [2,2.3, pp. 12, 831. (Using 
the notation of [2], define p(i) = ri (modp) where r is a primitive root 
modulo p and i = 1, 2 ,..., p.) 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let G = Gal(N,/F), H = Gal(N,/KI), and G, = 
Gal(N,/ V), where V denotes the ramification jield of NJF. Then we have 
(i) o(G) = pr, where r j p - 1. 
(ii) H and G, are cyclic groups of order r and p, respective y. 
(iii) G, is a normal subgroup of G and G = G, . H. 
(iv) If H = (0) and G, = (T), then a and T do not commute. 
Proof. Since ‘$3 is totally ramified in KI andp jj [Nr : F], we have that G, 
is a normal subgroup of G which is cyclic of orderp. Thus, considering G 
as a subgroup of S, , we have that G is contained in the normalizer, B, of 
G, = (7) in S, , and, hence, G/(T) is a subgroup of B/(T). By (4.3), 
B = (7) . (/3), where o(@>) = p - 1. It follows that B/(T) is cyclic of 
order p - 1, and, thus, G/(T) = Gal( V/F) is cyclic of order r where 
r / p - 1. By Galois theory, H = Gal( V/F), and we have proven (i), (ii), 
and (iii). To prove (iv), we note that if a and 7 did commute, then H would 
be a normal subgroup of G which contradicts the assumption that KJF 
is a nonnormal extension. 
Now, since [N : Fl divides [IV1 : Fl[N, : F] and [L : F] = pa, we have that 
p2 exactly divides [N : F]. Thus, since p is totally ramified in KI and K2 , 
we have that eNIF is exactly divisible by p or p2. We now show that it is 
impossible for eNIF to be exactly divisible by p under our present assump- 
tions. (These assumptions are that KJF is a nonnormal extension, p does 
not split in N, NI n K2 = F, andF is finite.) 
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(4.5) PROPOSITION. Let T/F be a cyclic extension of degree p in which p 
is unramified. Then the extension TKJF has degree p2 and has no proper 
intermediate fields other than KI and T. 
Proof. Since Tit; is unramified and K,IF is totally ramified, 
[TK, : F] = p2. Let [NI : KJ = r and G = Gal(TNJF). Then, since 
N,nT=F,wehaveG= Gal(N,/F) x Gal(T/F). Thus, by (4.4), we can 
assume G = (T) . (u) x (p) where (p) = Gal(TN,/N,), (T) * (a) = 
Gal(TN,/T), (u) = Gal(TN,/TK,), (T) = Gal(TN,/TV), and CVU-~ = T$ 
where 1 < s < p - 1. We note also that both T  and u commute with p. 
We need to show that if His a subgroup of G such that [G : H] = p and 
HT) (a), then H = Gal(TN,/K,) = (p, u) or H = Gal(TN,/T) = (7, u). 
Hence, suppose H is a subgroup of G such that [G : H] = p and H 1 (u), 
but H f (a, p) or (7, a). Then, since G = (T) . (a) X (p), H must 
contain an element of the form ~~pj, where 1 < i, j < p - 1. Since T  and p 
commute, we can assume i = 1. Thus, UT# = TsUpi = T”p’U is in H which 
implies ~~pj is in H. But then (T$)-"(T"$) = $(1-S) is in H, and, since 
o(p) = p, we have p is in H. This implies H = G which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, we conclude that H = (p, a) or H = (7, a), and, hence, TKJF 
has no intermediate fields other than KI and T. 
(4.6) COROLLARY. The case in whichp exactly divides eNIF is impossible. 
Proof. Suppose p exactly divides eNlF and let T be the inertia field in 
L/F. Since p does not split in N and F is finite, we have that T/F is a cyclic 
extension of degree p. Also T/F unramified implies that TK, = L. There- 
fore, by (4.5), K2 = KI or K2 = T both of which are impossible. 
Because of (4.6), we assume p2 exactly divides eNIF for the remainder 
of this section. 
The following proposition describes the subfields of N/F in which we are 
interested. The notation and diagram introduced will be used throughout 
the rest of the section. 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. Let V, VI , and V, be the ramificationfields in N/F, 
NJF, and N2/F, respectively, and let N,, = NI n N, , N,’ = VNI , and 
N,’ = VN2. Let s = [V : F], n, = [N,, : F], rl = [NI : N&J, and 
r2 = [N, : N,,K,]. Then we have 
(i) [N : V] = p2 and [N : Fj = sp2. 
(ii) [N: Ni’] =p = [Ni: VJ,fori = 1,2. 
(iii) s = rIrGn, = [V : F] = [N : L] = [Ni : K,], for i = 1, 2. 
(iv) N,’ n N,’ = V. 
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(v) vnNi=V~,Ni’=VN,=vK,,undNi=K~v~,fori=1,2. 
(vi) If p is totally ramijied in N, then s I p - 1. 
















(i) This is clear since p2 II eNIF . 
(ii> Since p 11 eN,lF , we have [NI : VI] = p. 
By [6, Proposition 2, p. 701, it follows that N,’ = VNI is the ramification 
field in N/N, . Thus, since p 11 eNIN,, we have [N : N,‘] = p. Similarly 
[N : N,‘] = p = [N2 : V,]. 
(iii) By Galois theory, we have [N& : &] = n, (since Nz n KI = F 
implies N,, n KI = F.) Hence, [NI : N,,] = r,p. Also, by Galois theory, 
[N : NJ = [N, : N,,] = r2 p. Thus, [N : Fj = rIrgzop2 = sp2, and, hence, 
s = rlr2n,, = [V : r]. The rest of (iii) follows easily from (i) and (ii). 
(iv) By construction VC N,’ n N,‘. Since [N : v] = p2, [N : N,‘] = 
[N : IV,‘] = p, and N,‘N, = N, we must have V = N,’ n N,‘. 
(v) By definition, we have N,’ = VNI and VK, C N,‘. Since V/F is 
normal and V n Kl = F, we have [VK, : KI] = [V: FJ = [N,’ : KJ. 
Thus, VK, = N,‘. The rest of (v) follows by similar arguments. 
(vi) BY (4.4X 1 i , n,r, ( p - 1 and n,r, 1 p - 1. Thus, since n,rlr2 = s, 
it suffices to show (rI , rz) = 1. Hence, suppose (rI ,r2) = d # 1. Then 
we note that p totally ramified in N implies that V/F is a cyclic extension. 
Thus, since n,,d 1 s, there is a unique subfield N,,’ in V/F such that 
[N,’ : F] = n,d. But V,/F and V,/F are also cyclic extensions, and, since 
nod ) n,r, = [V, : F] and n,d I nor2 = [V, : F], we have N,’ C VI n V, C 
NI n N2 = N, . This is a contradiction since [N, : F] = n, . Therefore, 
(h v r2) = 1 ands = n,r,r, Ip - 1. 
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The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following 
theorem. 
We first show that (4.9) can be divided into an unramified part and 
a totally and tamely ramified part. We then prove a theorem which takes 
care of the unramified part. 
(4.10) PROPOSITION. Let T be the inertiajeld in N/F. Then TIC, , TK, , 
and TL are the inertia fields in N/K, , N/K, , and NIL, respectively, and 
we have 
(i) [T: F] = [TK, : KJ = [TK, : K,] = [TL : L]. 
(ii) p = [ TK, : T] = [ TK, : T] = [ TL : TK,] = [TL : TK,]. 
(iii) TL = (TK,)(TK,). 
(iv) TK, n TK, = T. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from [6, Proposition 2, p. 701. Since 
we are assuming we are in the complete case, the inertia fields are normal 
extensions, and hence, the equalities in (i) follow easily from Galois theory. 
Both (ii) and (iii) are trivial. To prove (iv), we first note that TK, # TKz . 
For if so, p2 would divide [N,’ : F] which is a contradiction. Therefore, by 
a degree argument, TK, n TK, = T. 
(4.11) THEOREM. &I(‘$; Kl , K,) = M(‘@; TK, , TK,). 
Proof. Since ‘$3 is totally ramified in L/F and TLIL is unramified, we 
have M(Ip; Kl, Kz) = Me,,, and M(‘$; TK, , TK,) = M’eNITL = M’e,,, , 
where M and M’ are positive integers. Thus, it suffices to show M = M’. 
Let 7rI in Kl and m2 in K, be prime elements for QK, and qsK, , respectively, 
such that n1 = vTTz (mod (PLM). Since TKJK, and TK,/K, are unramified, 
r1 and rrz are also prime elements for ‘$JBTK, and (PTK9, respectively. Thus, 
M < M’. Now suppose M < M’. Let E be a unit of TK, such that 
l rr1 = nTTz (mod Cp$). Then we have M+~(E - nz/~I) = M’ -p and 
wTL(r2/7rI - 1) = M - p. Thus, since M < M’, 
W&E - 1) = W&E - m2/nl + q/rrl - 1) = M -p. 
But c - 1 is an integer in TK, which implies w~=(E - 1) is a multiple of p. 
Hence, p 1 M - p and p / M. But, by (2.5), p +’ M. Therefore, M = M’. 
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Thus, by (4.1 l), the proof of (4.9) is reduced to the case in which p is 
totally ramified in N. The next theorem will be used to complete the proof 
of (4.9). 
(4.12) THEOREM. Suppose p is totally ramljied in N. Let M = 
M((4; &, &), kf’ = M(g; N,‘, N,‘), ande = eVIF = [V : F]. ff(M’ -p)/e 
is a positive integer, then 
M = M’ + p(e - 1). 
We first prove the following lemma under the hypotheses of (4.12) (i.e., p 
is totally ramified in N and (M’ - p)/e is a positive integer). 
(4.13) LEMMA. Let x1’ in N,’ and n2’ in N,’ be prime elements for vN1s 
and VN,, , respectively, such that wN(rrl’ - n,‘) = M’. Then we have 
WNWN;~~~(T’) - NN;IK~(~‘)) = M’ + de - 1). 
Proof. Since wN(~i - n2’) = M’, we have wN(rrl’/rr2’ - 1) = M’ -p, 
i.e., 7rI’/rr2’ represents a nontrivial element of U&“‘-p)/U~M’-p+l’. (See 
W, PP. 74, 881.) 
We now show wL(NNIL(7rI’/7rz’) - 1) = (M’ - p)/e. Let # be the inverse 
of the Herbrand function for N/L. Since N/L is totally and tamely ramified, 
we have #(x) = ex, x 3 0. Since (M’ - p)/e is a positive integer and 
$((M’ - p)/e) = M’ - p, we have, by 15, Proposition 8, p. 991, 
NNIL( U&W-P)) C U~(M’-W) 
and 
Therefore, NNIL induces a homomorphism of U&“‘-p’/U&M’-p+l) into 
u;~U-P)/~) ,r~t(M’--9)/e+l)> 
I 
T  o prove wJNNl~(~,‘/~,‘) - 1) = (M’ - p)/e, 
it will be sufficient to show this homomorphism is manic. By 
[6, Corollary 1, p. 1001, this is so if and only if G,(o,,+,) lee = G6((M,--9),e+l) , 
where the G’s are the ramification groups of N/L. Since #((AI’ - P)/e) = 
M’ -p and N/L is totally and tamely ramified, this is equivalent to 
saying M’ -p > 0. But this is true by hypothesis, and, therefore, 
w~WNIL(~~‘/~~‘) - 1) = W’ -d/e. 
Now, for i = 1,2, we have Gal(N/L) M Gal(Ni’/&) under the corre- 
spondence which maps an element of Gal(N/L) onto its restriction to Ni’. 
Thus, 
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Hence, since 
and WL(NN2’,Kz(gz’)) = p, we have 
After multiplying both sides by e = eNIL , the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
We now prove (4.12) using the notation introduced in the proof of (4.13). 
Proofof(4.12). Since p is totally ramified in N, NNz,lK,(rr,‘) is a prime 
element for pK, in K2 , and, hence, it follows from (4.13) and [4, (1. lo)] that 
M 3 M’ + p(e - 1). 
Now choose an integer r1 in Kl such that wN(nl - NN,rlK,(.rri)) = 
M = M(pp; Kl , K,). Since n1 and NNI,iK1(nl’) are both prime elements for 
‘$JK, in Kl , there is a unit E in Kl such that z-I = EN~~,,~~(~~‘). Then E is an 
element of Ui’“‘-P)‘e). For we have 
~N(NN~,K~(~T~')/ENN;,K~(~~') - 1) = M - WN(ENN;,&I')) 
= M - pe >, M’ + p(e - 1) - pe 
= Ml-p. 
Thus, wL(NN~‘,K,(~T~‘)/ENN~,,K~(~~‘) - 1) > (M’ - p)/e, which implies 
NN,‘IK,~“~O/ENN,,,K,(“*‘) is an element of Uz”‘-p)‘e). But, from the proof 
of (4.13), 
w~(N~;,K~(~~‘)/N~;,K~(~~‘) - 1) = CM’ - d/e, 
an4 hence, NN~,/K,(.~~,')/NN,,/~~(~~') is also an element of UitM’-p)‘e). 
Therefore, E is an element of U, ((“‘-P)‘e). Then wL(e - 1) > (M’ - p)/e 
and wKI(e - 1) > (M’ - p)/pe, which implies E is an element of 
U{Iw-e)/ep). (Note that, by (2.9, (M’ -p)/ep is not an integer.) By 
[6, Corollary 4, p. 1011, there is an E’ in Uzy-p)‘p) such that 
NN jlK (E’) = E. But E’ in U$y-p)jP) implies E’ is also in Uh”‘+). Thus, 1 1 
E~‘T~’ = 7~~’ (mod !JP”), and, since rI’ = nT2’ (mod v”‘) and M’ = M(‘p; 
N,‘, N,‘), we have wN(7r2/ - ~‘71~‘) = M’. Therefore, applying (4.13) to rr,’ 
and l ‘rrr’, we have 
M’ + p@ - 1) = WN(NN;IK~(~'~~') - NN;/K~(~z')) 
= WN(ENN;I&') - NN;I&z’)) 
= WN(~I - NN;,&z')) 
= M. 
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Because of (4.12), we need only show (M’ - p)/e is a positive integer to 
complete the proof of (4.9). 
(4.14) PROPOSITION. (M’ - p)/e is a positive integer. 
Proof. We use the notation and diagram introduced in (4.8) and note 
that e = s = [V:F]. 
To show (M’ - p)/e is positive, it suffices to show M’ -p is positive. 
Clearly M’ - p is nonnegative, and, by (2..5), it is impossible for M’ = p. 
Thus, (M’ - p)/e is positive. 
By [4, (3.1)(i)], M’ = p(t’ + 1) - tNlv , where t’ = min{t,l,,, , tNB,&. 
Thus, we need to show that e divides M’ - p = pt’ - tNiv . We consider 
the following two cases. 
(I) Assume the ramification sequence for N/V is 
Gal(N/V) = H,, = **. = H+,,,, I HQ,,,,+~ = (1). 
By (2.4)(i), we have tNlv = t’ = tNITIv = tN,,Iv, and, hence, M’ -p = 
tN1*Iv( p - 1). Since N,‘/ V is a normal extension, tN1fIv is an integer and, 
by (4.8)(vi), e divides p - 1. Thus, e divides M’ - p. 
(II) Assume the ramification sequence for N/Y is 
Gal(N/V) = H, = **a = H,, 2 Ht,+l = ... = Ht, 2 H,,,, = (11, 
where t, = tNIv . Let R be the fixed field of Htl+, , Then, by (2.4)(ii), we 
have tRIV = t, = tNlv . If R = N,’ or R = N,‘, then, by (2.4)(ii), we have 
t R,V = t’ and e divides M’ - p as in (I). Thus, we assume R # N,’ and 
R # N,‘. Then, by (2.4)(ii), we have txIv < t’ = tNl,,v = tN,,Iv = 
(tz - Q/p + tl . Hence, we need to show e divides M’ - p = pt’ - t, = 
tz - t, + tl(p - 1). But, since tl = tNlv is an integer (N/V is a normal 
extension) and, by (4.8)(vi), e divides p - 1, it suffices to show e divides 
tz - t, . 
Since p is totally ramified in N, we have that Gal( V/F) is cyclic of order e. 
Hence, choose u in Gal(N/F) such that the restriction of u to V generates 
Gal(V/F). Also, for i = 1,2, choose TV in Gal(N/V) such that T$ generates 
Gal(N/N,‘) and, since Gal(N/Ni) is normal in Gal(NjF), let 07~u-l = 72, 
where 1 <ssi <p - 1. 
Now the ramification sequence for N/F is 
Gal(W) = G, 1 G, = -*a = G<, 2 Gt+ = -.. = Gt, 2 Gt,+l = { 13, 
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where G1 = Gal(N/V). Thus, since p is totally ramified in N, Gal(N/R) = 
G tl+l is normal in Gal(N/F), and, hence, R/F is a normal extension. 
Therefore, if we let Gtl+, = Gtz = Gal(N/R) be generated by T = ~~72, 
where 1 < j < p - 1, we have U~U-l = T? with 1 < r < p - 1. Thus, 
UTU-~ = TV = (T~T# = TASTY. (TV and T2 commute since Gal(N/V) is 
Abelian.) But also cr~u-l = u(T~T~) c-l = UT1U-1(UT2U-1)j z= T>T:~‘.  
Hence, we have ~~l-‘~f~2-“) = 1, which implies S, = r = s2 . Therefore, 
UTIU-l = T IT ,  UT& = T2’, and UTU-l = 7’. 
We now consider the homomorphism 0, which maps GO/G, 
isomorphically into the multiplicative group of m and the homomorphisms 
Oi , i > 1, which map GJGd+, into the additive group of !JY/‘$i+l. (These 
are defined and discussed in [6, pp. 74-771.) Noting that u is in 
G,, = Gal(N/F), 7 is in Gtp - (l}, and 71 is in Gtl - GtI+l , we apply 
[6, Proposition 9, p. 771 to obtain the following equalities. 
e&+ e,,(T) = &,(UT+) = &,(T’) = Y6t2(T), 
&,(U)“l e,,(T,) = &l(uT1C+) = e,l(T,‘) = r&(T& 
Since otB(T) and otl(T) are nonzero elements, it follows from the above 
equalities that O,,(U)~Z = i; = Oo(u)l 1, where 7 = ri and i is the identity 
element of the multiplicative group of m. Therefore, @,,(~)~z-~l = i and, 
since ~(@,,(a)) = e, we have that e divides tz - t, . 
We concludes this section by changing (4.9) into the form of (1.1). 
(4.15) COROLLARY. If p does not split in N and ‘$ is the unique prime 
ideal of ON dividing p, then 
where t = min(tKIIF , tX21F}. 
Proof. By (4.2) we are done if Nl n K2 = K2 . Hence, assume 
Nr n I& = F. Also, by (4.6), we may assume p2 /I eNiF . By (4.9), we have 
M((P; &, &I = WR K’, N,‘) + p(ev,F - 1). 
BY [4, GWI, 
MC%% N,‘, N,‘) = P(t’ + 1) - tN/V, 
where t’ = min{tw,,,v, tN,,lv}. Butp = eNIN = eLIKl , ey/F = eNIL , and, 
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by (2.3), t’ = eVtFt and tN,v = eVIFtLIF. Therefore, we have / 
M(‘P; & , &) = h7Ff f 1) - @V/&L/F + !-@YF - 1) 
= evIF[p(t + 1) - ~L,FI 
= eNfdeL,& + 1) - fL,d 
5. THE SPLITTING CASE 
In this section, we assume p splits in N and first consider the case in 
which p does not split in L and then the case in which p splits in L. 
(5.1) THEOREM. Zf p does not split in L and !@ is a prime ideal of ON 
dividing p, then 
WV ; K , &) = eNIL[eL& + 1) - tL,FI, 
where t = min{tK1,, , tKsIF}. 
Proof. We first complete N with respect to ‘p and then note that the 
following statements are true. 
(i) R1.& = fl. 
(ii) [X1 : 1R] = [R, : Pj = p. 
(iii) R, n R, = P. 
(iv) [L : F] = [L : F]. 
Applying (4.15) and noting [4, (1.5)], we obtain 
where t’ = min{tfl,p, tg,,p}. But, by (2.2)(iii), tzlp = tLIp , tgllp = tK,IF, 
and tgp = tKzIF . Thus, t = i, and 
Let M denote e,,L[eL,,l(t + 1) - tLLIF] and note that, since p does not 
split in L and N/L is a normal extension, M is independent of the choice of 
the prime ideal !@ of 0, dividing p. Thus, for each prime ideal ‘$3 of 0, 
dividing p, we have M(!@); R, , &) = M. 
We complete the proof by showing M(q#; K1 , KJ = M. Let 7r1 in K1 
be a prime element for ‘z&1 . Then there is an integer cllz in K, such that 
?r, = cu,(mod qp”). (Since OK2 is dense in 01, .) Also, since wb(7r1 - I+) = M 
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and r1 - 01~ is in OL , it follows that eNIL ( M and n1 = 01~ (mod )pLs), 
where A4 = seNIL. . Therefore, since 
KS * ON = (vy, mPP#; Kl , K,) > M. 
But if M(‘$#; K1 , &) > M, then there is an integer & in K, such that 
nl = & (mod(!J3#)“+1). Thus, r1 = /3, (mod !$P+l), which contradicts the 
choice of M. (See [4, 1.101.) Therefore, we have M((p#; K1 , &) = M. 
We now consider the case in which p splits in L and begin by proving 
the following proposition. 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. If p splits in L, then tKIIF = tKelF > 0. 
Proof. Let 5j.J be a prime ideal of ON dividing p, and let Y be the 
ramification field of ‘$I in N/F. If N1 n K, = K, , then N1 = N = N, and 
P 11 [N : a. Thwp 11 eN/F 7 and, by (2.3), eNIKltK>/F = tN/V . If& n & = F, 
then [L : F] = p2 11 [N : F]. Thus, since p splits in L, we have p 11 eNIF . 
Again, by (2.3), eNIK,tK,IF = tNlv . Therefore, in both cases, we have 
eNIK1tKIIF = tNiv . Repeating this argument, we obtain eNIK,tKK,IF = tNlv . 
Thus, SillCC eN&, = eN/$ , it fOllOWS that tK,/F = tK,/F . Also the fact that 
N/Y is totally ramified of degree p implies that tNIV > 0, and, hence, 
tKllF = tK,IF > O* 
(5.3) THEOREM. If p splits in L and ‘$3 is a prime ideal of ON dividing p, 
then 
M(‘U# ; KIT Kz) = e((P, N/L)k@~, L/&N f 1) - tLlF(‘$dl 
= eNIKl(t + 11, 
where t = min(tK@ , tK,IF}. 
Proof. Since p splits in L, !& is not totally ramified in L/F and we have 
tLIF(gL) = 0. Thus, we need only show M(‘$#; KI , K,) = e,,#$t + 1). 
(Note that eNIK,(t + 1) is independent of the choice of the prime ideal ?@ 
of ON dividing p.) 
Let r = e(!+JL, L/F)f(‘@, , L/F), wheref(q, , L/F) denotes the residue 
class degree of pL in L/F. Then p < r < pa, since p is totally ramified in 
K1 and K2 but splits in L. We now complete with respect to ‘Q. If r = p, 
then Z?Y1 = K2 = e and, in the appropriate sense, M(‘@; zl, x2) = co. 
Ifp < r < p2, then [RI : q = [& : p] = p and & n I?, = P. Applying 
(4.15) and noting [4, (1 S)], we obtain 
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where t = min{tg,,p, ta,,p}. But p < r < p2, r = [I : r;il, and (2.2)(iv) 
imply that +,p = 0. Also, by (2.2)(iii), we have t~,,p = tKIIF and 
tg,,p = tKsIF . Thus, t = i and we have 
Therefore, if ‘$ is any prime ideal of ON dividing p, then 
Let M denote .e,,,Jt + 1) an d 1 t e 7rI in KI be a prime element for ‘@3K1 . 
Then, since OK, is dense in Oga, there is an integer 7~~ in K, such that 
-iTI 3 72 (mod v”). BY (5.2), ikf = e,,,I(kI,Y + 1) > eN/& , which 
implies 1T2 is a prime element of &$ . Now for any element u in Gal(N/K,), 
we have rrl = 7r2 (mod CT(‘$)~). For if the restriction of u to Kl is the 
identity on Kl , then u(rr) = nl, and, hence, z-1 EZ 7r2 (mod +@)“A). If 
the restriction of u to Kl is not the identity on Kl , then, since KJF is not 
a normal extension, u(K,) # Kl . By the conjugate case ((3.1)), 
wod4~1) - ~1 = 4413), WG)OK~,F + 1) = M, 
i.e., u(rr) 5 ?rl (mod Us). But, since 7rI = 7~~ (mod ‘!J.W) and u fixes 
K2, we have u(rJ = ?T~ (mod Us), and, hence, nl = r2 (mod ~(‘!$3)~). 
But, as u runs over Gal(N/K,), u(‘$) runs over all the conjugates of Fp over 
F, and, hence, M(‘$#; Kl , KS) 3 AL 
By (3.5), M(‘$W; Kl , K,) < M and the theorem follows. 
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